Program Overview

Hybrid Online Program
ALL Energy, ONLY Energy
15-Month Curriculum

14 of the 22 courses taught online, making the program accessible from anywhere in the world

Three one-week residencies – two on the OU Norman campus and one in Amsterdam, Netherlands and London, U.K. for networking, building a sense of community and developing a global perspective

Executive Career Coaching for sustainable career performance and leadership development

Learn from thought leaders on faculty, very senior energy industry professionals, invited speakers and your own cohort

Experience incredible student interaction, and connect through engagement with classmates and alumni events bringing together energy leaders from all over the world

Every student has a minimum eight years significant work experience, with at least three years in energy

Two starts per year – January and August (~20 students per class)

$77,400 all-inclusive cost
Covers materials, laptop, on-site expenses (lodging and meals)